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STORY - Dr. Bryant (James Craven), a brilliant but eccentric scientist and builder of experimental planes, finding that a mysterious aircraft is hovering over his factory every night, hires Kent Fowler (Walter Reed), a young aviator who operates a private plane patrol, to investigate.

Kent shoots down the mysterious craft and when it lands, Dr. Bryant is on the spot to pick up Mota (Gregory Gay), a scientist from Mars. Mota explains that Martians are centuries ahead of this world in atomic development. He offers to work with Bryant in building atomic-powered planes and bombs if Bryant will help him organize a force to take over this world and make it a satellite of the Martian Dictator. Bryant agrees.

Bryant commissions his recently-hired henchmen, Drake (Harry Lauter) and Ryan (Richard Irving), to steal some uranium from an adjoining plant, but Kent catches up with them. Kent, his windshield shattered by a bullet, swerves his car in front of their plane and is engulfed in a fiery crash. This marks the first of many dangerous adventures experienced by Kent and his pretty secretary, Helen (Lois Collier), in their encounters with the enemy.

For a time, Bryant successfully conceals from Kent his role in the evil plans but eventually Kent’s suspicions are confirmed. When Bryant and Mota realize that Kent has an air-tight case against them, they immediately begin their campaign of terror, dropping atomic bombs on bridges, factories and towns, their plan being to terrorize the government into submission.

In the final smashing climax, Kent saves Helen, who has been held captive in a volcano. In a terrific fight, an atomic bomb is knocked down into the molten lava of the crater, starting an eruption. Kent and Helen escape up the erupting crater in the bat plane while Mota and Bryant are engulfed by the molten lava, thereby ending the possibility of world domination by another planet.

"FLYING DISC MAN FROM MARS"
Never Before Such Serial Thrills As Mars Prepares All-Out Attack On The Earth!
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A REPUBLIC SERIAL IN 12 CHAPTERS

CHAPTER TITLES
1. MENACE FROM MARS
2. THE VOLCANO'S SECRET
3. DEATH RIDES THE STRATOSPHERE
4. EXECUTION BY FIRE
5. THE LIVING PROJECTILE
6. PERILOUS MISSION
7. DESCENDING DOOM
8. SUICIDAL SACRIFICE
9. THE FUNERAL PYRE
10. WEAPONS OF HATE
11. DISASTER ON THE HIGHWAY
12. VOLCANIC VENGEANCE

CAST
Kent .................. WALTER REED
Helen .................. LOIS COLLIER
Mota .................. GREGORY GAY
Bryant .................. JAMES CRAVEN
Drake .................. HARRY LAUTER
Ryan .................. RICHARD IRVING
Steve .................. SANDY SANDERS
Trent .................. MICHAEL CARR
Watchman .................. DALE VAN SICKEL
Taylor .................. TOM STEELE
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A REPUBLIC SERIAL IN 12 ATOMIC CHAPTERS!